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1.0 Introduction:
Please find that this document summarizes the “for construction” ground support design for the M-zone portal
as well as the surface work area rockfall protection plan for the M-zone access routes and work areas. The
portal is planned to be constructed on the 691m bench of the Area 2 pit (near the pit bottom) at the Minto
Mine site in late January of 2014.
2.0 Geologic Assessment of M-Zone Portal:
Geologic mapping and assessment of the M-Zone portal location was completed from the 697 to 715
elevations on Dec 23rd 2013 by Kevin Cymbalisty, Geotechnical Engineer, and from the 691 to 715m elevations
on January 5th 2014 by Doug McIlveen and Gary Paruup, Chief Geologist and Senior Geologist, of the Minto
Mine site.

Figure 1: Geologic Assessment from Dec 23rd 2013, the blue square indicates the location of the M-zone portal
The wall in the immediate vicinity of the M-Zone portal (Zone 3 in Figure 1) is composed of a foliated, hard,
competent rock termed Foliated Granodiorite (fG). The fG in the portal zone is ore bearing and has a blocky
appearance when viewed at the face (Figures 2, 3). The predominate structures in this sector of the pit are five
joint sets – J1, J2,J3,J4 and a recently discovered set that was not included in the last SRK geotechnical report
(September 30, 2013) identified as 200°. The J1and J2s are a set of close spaced (0.5-2.0 m), NW striking,
moderate to steeply NE dipping joints that are co-parallel and in the associated with the 320 Fault, the largest
structure in the Area 2 pit (Figure 2). The J1 and J2’s are intersected by the J3 and J4 sets which consists of
similarily close spaced, NE striking, steeply SE dipping joints (Figure 2). These 4 sets are persistent in the NW
corner of the pit and have been identified as a potential wedge forming hazard due to their close spaced
nature and intersecting nature. The 200°s (termed based to their 190-220° orientation) are a set of wider
spaced (>3.0 m), SSW striking moderate to steeply NW dipping joints seen dipping into the west wall of the

Area 2 pit. (Figure 1). Due to the 200° set’s in-wall dipping nature and approximate co-parallel orientation with
the west wall, these joints are topplers and have to be considered as a potential toppling hazard.

Figure 2: Detailed, up close, geologic mapping of M-Zone portal, Jan 5, 2014, 691-697m

Figure 3: Detailed, up close, geologic mapping of area immediately to right of M-Zone portal, Jan 5, 2014

Figure 4: A2 Open Pit Joint Sets (SRK, 2013)

3.0 Ground Support for Portal Collar:
The portal collar/brow will be pre-supported with 4m long Super Python bolts installed horizontally into the
bench face prior to drilling/blasting into the face. The bolts will also be used to pin the bottom of the draped
mesh around the portal. Additional bolting requirements for wedges/blocks around the collar will be assessed
and marked up by the geotechnical engineer once the final portal location has been fully scaled and cleaned.
Short rounds will be taken for the first few rounds into the portal. After each round, pattern ground support
will be installed as per Minto Ground Control Standards. Welded wire mesh and/or straps will be installed
around the portal brow.

Figure 5: M-Zone Portal Collar Bolting Layout

Figure 6: Minto Ground Support Type 1 Bolting Layouts for immediate interior of M-Zone Portal
4.0 General M-Zone Surface Work Area Rockfall Protection Plan
The objective of this plan is to ensure the safety of workers against the risk of rockfall within the Area 2 pit
during the M-Zone project. In general the following mitigative measures will be implemented:
• Scaling of bench faces prior to completing excavation of pit
• Weekly inspection and ground probe radar to monitor pit – Ground Probe radar setup will be moved to
monitor the M-Zone portal area in detail prior to the start of work in this area
• Rockfall fence installed above portal, should this not be attainable a berm along the crest or a portal
cover will be installed
• Rockfall curtains will be installed where specific risks are observed, in particular where loose rockfall
hazard areas are identified in areas where workers would be regularly within 5m of the face
• Diversion of water above the portal to specific areas so as to avoid the creation of rockfall sources from
melting ice during the spring, intent is to control the formation of ice waterfalls and allocate them to
areas only where where workers would not be active
• The catch benches of the A2 pit in general will be maintained which provide rockfall protection for the
majority of the pit, general catch bench cleaning will be completed during the spring if required

Figure 7: Preliminary layout of M-Zone infrastructure and surface protection, note final arrangement will be
dependant on the final shape of the A2 pit bottom which is subject to definition drilling to remove all accessible
ore as the pit nears completion

Figure 8: Cross section of rockfall protection measures near the M-Zone portal
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4.0 Excavation Procedure
Short rounds (approximately 1-2m) will be taken for the first few rounds into the portal to limit damage to the
collar area. Smaller diameter blast holes will be used as well as trim product in the perimeter holes. After each
round the ground will be assessed by the geotechnical engineer to confirm the rock quality and ground support
type required.
5.0 Conclusion
A geological/geotechnical assessment has been completed for the M-zone portal. Because the portal is being
collared at the bottom of the A2 Stage 2 Pit, the rock is fresh and good quality. Frequent, detailed geotechnical
inspections will be carried out to identify changing or unexpected ground conditions. Underground
development will be carried out in compliance with Minto’s Undeground Ground Control Plan. Detailed
analyses have been completed for underground stoping and are presented under separate cover.
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